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We are concerned with the n th order linear difference equation 
L.Y(f) +P(f) Y(f) = 0, (1) 
where p(t) is sign definite on [a, co) = {a, c1+ 1, . ..}. a is an integer, and 
where the operator L is defined by 
with p,(t) > 0 on [a, co), 0 6 ibn. Define quasi-difference operators 
A, Odvbn, recursively by AoAf) =P&) Ad and A,,y(t) = 
p,:(r) A[A,- 1 y(t)], 1 < v < n. We assume throughout that the coefficient 
all-(-l)‘nr_,p,(t)+~(t) ofy(t) in (1) satisfies 
(- 1)” &l(t) > 0, t E [a, co). 
This condition, for example, is a necessary condition for disconjugacy (see 
Hartman [9] ). 
Many of the definitions and results in this paper are motivated by results 
due to Elias [335] for differential equations. Some recent papers by Butler 
and Erbe [l, 21, Etgen, Jones, and Taylor [6,7], Jones [ 133, and 
Svec [17] have studied the corresponding differential equation with 
references to the work of Elias. Bennette Harris was interested in proving 
results of Elias for difference equations and presented related results at the 
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Assume c E [a, a). Then we define S(y, c+ ) to be the maximum number 
of sign changes in the sequence (A&c), . . . . ( - 1)” A,y(c)) where zeros are 
replaced by arbitrary nonzero numbers except if A,J(c) = 0 (iff d,y(c) = 0) 
in which case d&c) and (- 1)” A,,y(c) can be replaced by nonzero real 
numbers CI and /I, respectively, where sgn a/I = sgn (( - 1)” + ’ p(t) }. Define 
S(,v, c- ) to be the maximum number of sign changes in the sequence 
(A,, J(C), . . . . A,, y(c)) where zeros are replaced by arbitrary nonzero num- 
bers except if A, y(c) = 0 in which case A0 y(c) and A,, y(c) can be replaced 
by nonzero real numbers x and fl respectively, where sgn a/J = - sgn p(t). 
The following theorem lists some easily verified properties of S( J’, c+ ) 
and S( I‘, c- ) (see [4] for the differential equations case). 
THEOREM 1. Assume y(t) is a nontrivial solution of (1). Then 
(a) S(y, c+ ) and S( y, c - ) are greater than or equal to the number of 
values ofi such that A,p(c)=O,O<i<n- 1. 
(b) S(y, c+)+S(y, c-)2x Further, if Aiy(c)#O, ObiGn- 1, 
then S(y,c+)+S(y,c-)=n. 
(Q (-,)S(~.~~ ‘p(Z)<O, (-l)“P”“‘X’+‘~(t)<O. 
Let y be a nontrivial solution of (1). We say (Hartman [9]) that y(t) has 
a generalized zero at t, in case either y(to) = 0 or there exists an integer j 
with 1 <j < t, - a such that ( - 1 )‘y(to -j) y(t”) > 0 and if j > 1, y(t) = 0, 
t, -j < t < to. We say A,, y has a zero point at t, E [a, co) provided A,, y has 
a generalized zero at t, and A,, y(to - 1) # 0 (if t, > a). Let t, be a zero 
point of A,, I’. Then we define the multiplicity n,,( to) of the zero point t, as 
n,(t,)=maxjmIA,,yhasm-1 zerosstartingat t, 
and a generalized zero at t, + m - 1 f, 
We say the zero point t, extends through t, (3 to) in case the multiplicity 
of the zero point of A,.y at t, is at least t, -lt,+ 1 and A,y(t,)=O. 
In the next theorem we let {xi,,} be the zero points of A,y in [a, b] 
which are not zeros of A,.-, y, and let {xlo} be the zero points of A, y in 
[a, b] which are not zeros of A,-, y. We will let (j) denote the greatest 
even integer less than or equal to j. The proof of the following theorem 
appears in [S]. 
THEOREM 2. Let y be a nontrivial solution of (1) and assume b 3 a is 
such that no quasi-difference Ai y(t) = 0 on [a, b] for 0 <i< n - 1 (in 
particular, this condition is satisfied if b 3 a + n - 1). Then 
n-1 
Sha+)+S(y,b-I+ C c (n,(xjv)>Qn, 
\,=O (ah) 
(2) 
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where the sum over (a, h) is understood not to contain any zero points which 
extend through b. 
Remark 1. The inequality in Theorem 2 is not true if we just assume 
b 3 a. To see this for n > 3, let y(t) be the solution of (1) satisfying 
diy(a)=O, O<i<n-2, A ,,-,y(a)=l. If b=a+l then S(y,a+)+ 
S( ~3, h- ) 3 2n - 3. 
Remark 2. A close look at the proof of Theorem 2 shows that if xi,, <b 
extends through b, then the term b-x;,, - 1 can be added to the left-hand 
side of (2). 
Remark 3. The inequality in Theorem 2 is true with a, b replaced by c, 
d, respectively, provided the solution is restricted to [c, co). 
We now look at several applications of Theorems 1 and 2. First we give 
a preliminary definition. Equation (1) is said (see [ 161) to be right 
(k, n - k)-disconjugate on JL [a, m) provided there is no nontrivial 
solution y(r) of (1) and integers r, p E J with [CC, fl+ II -k - 1 ] c J such 
that 
y( x + i) = 0, O<i<k-1 
y( fl + i) = 0, O<i<n-k-2(ifn-k>2) 
and y has a generalized zero at B + n - k - 1. 
COROLLARY 1. [f((-1)” ‘p(t)>Oon [c,d]forsomek~{l,...,n-l}, 
then (1) is right (k, n - k)-disconjugate on [c, d + n]. 
Proof: Suppose on the contrary that (1) is not right (k, n - k)-discon- 
jugate on [c, d+ n]. Then there is a nontrivial solution y(t) of (1) and 
integers cda<r+k<Pdd+k+ 1 such that 
y(a + i) = 0, O<i<k-1 
y( fi + i) = 0, O<i<n-k-2 
and y has a generalized zero at p + n -k - 1. Without loss of generality, we 
can assume that y(fi- l)>O. Since d,y(u)=O for Odi<k- 1, we have by 
Theorem 1 that S(y, cz + ) 2 k. Also, it is easy to show that y(B - 1) > 0 
implies that 
so that S(y, (b- l)-)>n-k. Since djy(t)=O is disconjugate on 
[c, d+ i] for 0 <i,< n - 1, it follows that no quasi-difference di y(t) = 0 on 
Cc,/&11. Hence by Theorem2, S(y,a+)+S(y,(b-l)-)6n which 
implies that S(y, cc+)=k and S(y, (b-- l)-)=n-k. But by Theorem 1, 
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(- l)“-“‘Y~““~(t) <O so that (- l)“-“p(t) < 0 which contradicts the 
hypothesis on p(t). 
The above result for differential equations is well known. Hooker and 
Patula show a related result [ 12, Theorem 4.11 with n = 4 for the 
equationd4y(t-2)+p(t)y(t)=O, p(t)<O. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume ( - 1 )‘* - k p(t) > 0 on [c, d] for .some 0 f k d n 
und c, d E [a, co) with c + n - 1 < d. Then the boundary value problem 
LY(f) +/J(t) y(t) =f (t) 
AiY(c)--cL;Ai+ 1 ~(c)=Az, ie {i,, . . . . ik} 
Aj Y(d) + fl,Aj+ 1 Y(d) = Bj, jE {j,? . . ..jn-k). 
wherecc,,~j3OandOdi,<...<ikdn-1,O~j,<...<j,~,dn-l, hasa 
unique solution. 
Proof: It is well known that the above boundary value problem has a 
unique solution if and only if 
Ly(t) +p(t) y(t) =o 
Aiy(C)-uiAi+ 1 J’(c)=O, iE {iI, . . . . ik} 
Aj Y(d) + P,Ad., + I Y(d) = 0, jEj13 -?jn-kj 
has only the trivial solution. Suppose on the contrary that this problem 
has a nontrivial solution y(t). The boundary conditions imply that 
S(y, c+)>k and S(y, d-)>n-k. By Theorem2, S(y,c+)+ 
S(y, d-)<n so that S(y, c+)=k. But by Theorem 1, 
which is a contradiction. 
In several of the proofs due to Elias for the differential equation 
y(‘) +p(t) y = 0, p(t) nonzero and of one sign, Elias makes use of the fact 
that given a nontrivial solution y(t) and t, E (a, co) there is a deleted 
neighborhood of to where all the derivatives y”)(t), 0 < id n - 1, are non- 
zero. The following example shows that for difference quations of the form 
(1) it is possible that there are no points to the right of a given t, where all 
the quasi-differences are nonzero. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider 
A3y(t)-y(t)=0, t E [O, co). 
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Let y(t) be the solution with y(0) = 0 and y( 1) = y(2) = 1. It is easy to show 
that y(3j) = 0, dy( 3j + 1) = 0, and d*y( 3j + 2) = 0 for all j > 0. 
COROLLARY 3. Zf y(t) is a nontrivial solution of (l), then S( y, t + ) > 
S(J: c+)for all t>c+n- 1. 
ProoJ By Theorem2, S(y,c+)+S(y,t-)<n so that S(y,c+)< 
n-S(y, t-). By Theorem 1, S(y, t+)+S(y, t-)>,n so that S(y, t+)>, 
n - S(y, t- ). Putting these two inequalities together gives the result. 
In Theorem 3 below we will show that if y(t) is a nontrivial solution of 
(1) then S( y, t + ) is a nondecreasing function of t. 
COROLLARY 4. Zf y( t) is a nontrivial solution of ( 1 ), then 
S(y)= lim S(y,c+) 
c * x 
exists and S( y ) is an integer satisfying ( - 1)” ~ s(J) p( t) < 0. 
Proof: Since S( y, t + ) < n for all t, by Corollary 3 we can pick c so that 
S( y, t + ) is constant on [c, cc ). Then S(y) = S( y, c + ) and by Theorem 1, 
we have that (- 1)” .sc~l,(,)=(_,)n~sc~.~+)p(t)<O. 
Assume 0 f k < n and ( - 1)” ~ k p( t) < 0. For a nontrivial solution y(t) of 
(1) let S(y)=lim,.,, S( y, c + ) as in Corollary 4. Define 
Sk = ( y ( y iS a nontrivial solution of (1) with s(y) = k}. 
We now give two examples which motivate the main classification 
theorem. 






& y*(r) = 2 cos et 
( > 
& y3(f)= 2 sin Bt 
( > 
where 8 = arctan 4. It can be shown that y, E So, y,, y, E S,, and y4~ S4. 
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yz( t) = x’ sin /I2 
y3( t ) = f cos 6t 
y4( t) = y’ sin 6t, 
where c( = 1 1 - l/d + (l/a) z’, p = arctan l/(3 - l), y = ( 1 + l/4 + 
(i/J?) i 1, and 6 = arctan l/($ + 1). It can be shown that y,, y, E S, and 
Y3%Y‘lES3. 
We will show that Sk # @ for those values of k E (0, . . . . n} satisfying 
( - 1 )“- k p(t) < 0 (see Theorem 4 below). The proof for k = n or k = n - 1 
could be given at this time, but we first show that S(y, t+ ) is 
nondecreasing. We remark that the proof of the next theorem could be 
shortened considerably by using the fact that for all nontrivial solutions of 
(l), we must have 
(-l)“-““J+‘P(t)<() 
for all t E [a, co). Hence, to show that S(y, t + ) is nondecreasing, it suffices 
toshowthatS(y,t+)dS(y,(t+l)+)+lforalltZa.Wegivethelonger 
proof since the techniques will be useful. 
Elias proved this result for differential equations (see the proof of 
[4, Theorem 11). The proof is much easier in the differential equations case 
because of the remark preceding Example 1. 
THEOREM 3. Zf y(t) is a nontrioial solution of (l), then S( y, t + ) is a 
nondecreasing function of t for t > a. 
Proof Fix c 3 a. We will show that 
s(Y,(c+l)+)~s(Y,c+). (3) 
In this proof, if y,, . . . . yk is a sequence of real numbers with y, # 0, yk # 0, 
then we define s(y , , . . . . yk) to be the,maximum number of sign changes in 
the sequence yi, . . . . yk where zeros are replaced by arbitrary real numbers. 
(If k= 1, s(yi)=O.) 
In the first half of this proof we assume y(c) # 0. Set 
tXi=(-l)‘diy(c) 
p,=(-l)‘diy(c+ 1) 
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for 0 6 i < it. If sgn cli = sgn CI~ for 0 6 i < n then (3) is trivially true. Assume 
that there is at least one i, 0 <i< n, such that a,cc,<O. Pick 
i,,i,,Odi,<i,<n, such that 
sgn cii = sgn c(~, O<idi,, 
sgn ai= sgn c(,, i,+ldi<n, 
a,,c(;, + , d 0. Note that 
s(q), . . . . a,,) + .~(a;,+,, . ..) a,) = 0. (4) 
It will be clear later that /I,, # 0 and fii2 # 0. To prove (3) it sufftces to 
show that 
SW ,, , . . . . BiJ b da,, , -., aiz+ 1 ) - 1 
and either b0 = 0 (implies j?,, = 0) or if PO, bn # 0 then 




Assume j is an index such that aj # 0 and aja,+ r < 0. We claim that 
sgn /3, = sgn a., To see this for the case aj > 0, a, + 1 < 0, note that 
(-l)‘d,y(c)=a,>O 
C-1) i+l A i+l~(c)=a,+ldO. 
It follows that 
and hence sgn aj = sgn bj. The case a, < 0, aj+ , > 0 is similar. 
Assume there is a sign change in the sequence a,,, . . . . ai,+ r due to the fact 
that there is a jO, i, <j,, d i,, such that ajoa,io+, < 0. First assume j, < i,, 
then there is a j,, j, <j, Q i, such that 
sgn a, = sgn ajo + ,, i0 + 1 <j <j, 
and aj, ai, + 1 < 0. But a,,,ajo+ , < 0 implies sgn /3,, = sgn ajo, and aj, aj, + 1 6 0, 
aj, # 0, implies that sgn fi,l = sgn ai,. It follows that /I,,pj, < 0. Hence in this 
case 
sCPjo3 ...3 Dji,) >, S(c(,,, . . . . aj,) = 1. 
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Now assume j, = i,. In this case ri2cli2 + , < 0. If /30 # 0, p,, # 0, then we 
prove that (6) holds. First consider the case clOa, ~0. For the subcase 
c(~ > 0, ~1, < 0 we first argue that ui, > 0 and c(~* + , < 0. But ai + , < 0 implies 
ri2 > 0. It follows that pi, >O and pi, >O. Since slocl, ~0 we must have 
Bop,<O. Hence either flopi, ~0 or fii,fl, ~0 and (6) holds. The subcase 
~1~ < 0, a, > 0 is similar. Now assume c(~c(, >0. We only consider the sub- 
case a,>O, CC,, >0, the other case being similar. In this subcase we argue 
that x,, > 0 and ai,+, >O, then cli, ~0, and finally pi, >O, pi, ~0. But this 
time a,cr, > 0 implies fiofin > 0. Hence again either fro/?,, < 0 or fi,>fin < 0 so 
(6) holds. 
Now assume there is a subsequence of cl;,, . . . . xi?+ 1 of the form clj,, . . . . ai 
where j, >j, + 1, and 
r,, + O 
a;=o, j, <i<j, 
C(j* # 0. 
Pick j,, j, <j, d n, such that sgn czi = sgn OL,,, j 6 i 6 j3, and either j, = n 
(this happens iff j, = i, + 1) or tl. c(. ,, ,, + , < 0 (this happens iff j, < i, + 1). 
From the definitions of the GC’S we have that 
( - l )‘I Aj, Y(C) # 0 
(-l)idjy(c)=o, j, <i<j, 
( - 1 Y2 A, Y(C) # 0. 
Looking at these expressions two at a time, it can be shown that 
sgn P jl = sgn a,, 
B; = 0, j,<i<j,-1 
sgn~,,~i= -sgnor,,. 
It follows that 
s(ajI 9 ...9 aj2)=s(~jjl'...'8j2~1)+1. 
We must account for one more sign change in the ps. 
First consider the case j, < i2 + 1. Note that 
s(a,*, . . . . a,,) = 0. 
(7) 
(8) 
We now show that 
(9) 
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We know that sgn b,?- l = - sgn ~(1~ = - sgn o(,~ = - sgn /I,,. Hence (9) is 
true. From (7), (8), and (9) we get that 
s(Bj, > ...> B,,) 2 s(aj12 ...> ajj) 
in the case where j, < i, + 1. 
Now consider the case jr = i, + 1. In this case we show that (6) holds. 
Assume a,cx,, > 0. If x0 > 0 and c(,, > 0, then cli, > 0 and x,>+ , > 0. But ai, > 0, 
ai, + I d 0 implies /Ii, > 0, and sgn pi, = -sgn z,?+, implies /Ii7 < 0. Since 
tlO~,, > 0, we have bopn > 0. It follows that PO/I,, <O or p:>/?,, <O or 
p,fi,, < 0. Hence (6) holds. The case go < 0, c(, <O is similar. The case 
gOrn < 0 is also easy to verify. This completes the proof for the case 
y(c) # 0. 
We now consider the case where y(c) = 0 (then c1,, = 0 = a,). Let v and p 
be integers such that 0 < v <p <n and 
a, = 0, Odi<v,p<i<n 
a,.#0 
x,#O. 
Using a,=(-l)~dP~(c)#O and a,+,=(-l)““d,+,y(c)=O we get 
that 
sgn /I, = sgn rl,. 
Consideration of the equations (- 1 )i Aj y(c) = 0, p + 1 < i < n, two at a 
time yields 
B; = 0, pciin. 
We consider the two cases v = 1 and v > 1. First assume v = 1. Using c(~ = 0, 
cxl # 0 one can show that sgn B0 = -sgn c~i. Using the difference equation 
( 1) we get that 
sgn/In=sgn{(-1)“+2 m~=sgn{(-l)“p~l~. 
Now assume v > 1. We will show that bn = 0. Note that 
AnAt)= -oaf) and AA, ~(2) = -142 + 1) AAt) - AAt) At) 
so that A,y(c+ l)=O and p,=O. Then we use c1,=0, O<i<v, and ol,#O 
to show that 
Bi=O, O<i<v-2 
sgnfi,+,= -sgncc,.. 
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In both cases (v = 1 and v > 1 ), we claim that the contribution to the value 
of S(y, c+ ) from a,, . . . . a,, and c(~, .. . . ~1, is exactly one more than the 
contribution to the value of S(y, (c + 1) + ) from PO, . . . . /I+, (if v = 1 the 
contribution of /I0 is 0) and biL, . . . . fi,,. We indicate how to prove this claim 
when v > 1. The proof for v = 1 is left to the reader. We have that the 
a-sequence is of the form 
0, . ..) 0, a,, . ..) a,,, 0, . ..) 0 
and the P-sequence is of the form 
where sgn /I,,- 1 = -sgn LX,,. We now indicate one way that we can replace 
the zero sequence in the above sequences to calculate S(y, c+ ) and 
S( y, (c + 1) + ). First replace a, _, = 0 by a nonzero number E,-, so that 
sgn d,,-, = -sgn CI,,. Alternating signs we work our way down to ~1~. 
Doing this we would replace a, by a nonzero number 6, where 
sgn E0 = sgn { ( - 1)” IX,,}. By the definition of S(y, c+ ) we are then required 
to replace a, =0 by a nonzero number d, where sgn E, = 
sgn(( - l)“+’ p&}. Now that Zi, is determined, we start working our way 
down to aP+,. Replace a, ~ i = 0 (if p < n - 1) by a nonzero number a,, ~, 
so that sgn E,- 1 = -sgn E,. We keep alternating signs so that eventually 
we get that a,, i = 0 is replaced by a nonzero number EP+, where 
sgnE,+,=sgn{(-l)“~M i En}. Now we do the same thing to the 
B-sequence except we have one less zero to replace. Replace /I,- 2 by a 
nonzero number fl,, ~ 2 where sgn By ~ 2 = sgn { - jV ~ I } and so forth. Notice 
that since sgn by . , = -sgn v,, we get that 
sgn E, = sgn jr,, Odidv-2,p+l di<n. 
Our claim follows easily. Hence we have to account for one more sign 
change in the /I’s without another sign change in the CI’S. To see this, pick 
k,>v such that sgncri=sgna,,v<i<k,, but a,,a,,+,$O. But then 
sgn ok, = sgn ak, = sgn a,, = -sgn fl,-, 
Hence By ~ I Pk, < 0 so s(j?,, _ i, . . . . /Ik,) 2 1 whereas $(a,,, . . . . akl ) = 0. Using 
sgn /Ik, = sgn ak, and sgn /I,, = sgn a, and arguments similar to the begin- 
ning of the proof, one obtains that s(pkl, . . . . p,) > s(akl, . . . . ar). It follows 
that S( y, (c + 1) + ) > S( y, c + ). This completes the proof. 
At this point, we can prove the following special case of the classification 
result (Theorem 4 below). 
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LEMMA 1. Ifp(t)<O then S,#@. Zfp(t)>O then SHp1#(21. 
Proof: Let y(t) be the solution of (1) satisfying 
A,y(a)=O, Odibn-2 
A n-l y(u) = 1. 
Then S(y,a+)>n-1. By Theorem 1, (-l)n~sc.v.‘+)p(t)<O. First 
assume p(t)<O. Then (-l)n-S(y,af)>O so that we must have 
S(y,a+)=n.SinceS(y,t+)~S(y,a+)forallt~a,itfollowsthaty~S,. 
Now assume that p(t)>O. Then (- l)nPSCy*af)<O so that S(y, a+) = 
n - 1. This implies that for all t b a we have S(y, t+ ) = n - 1 so that 
J’ES,-I. 
Let q = (vi) be a finite sequence. If rl= (0), define Aq= 0 and if q # (0), 
define Av to be the number of sign changes in the sequence obtained from 
q by removing all zero terms. 
We remark that A is essentially S as defined by Hartman in [9]. The 
notation A was chosen to avoid confusion with the use of the symbol S in 
this paper. 
The following two lemmas will provide the remaining results needed 
to show that S, # /zr for those values of k, 0 <k < n, satisfying 
(-l)“-kp(t)<O. 
LEMMA 2. Let y(t) be a nontrivial solution of (1) and let 
me (rIi(t))- ((-l)iAt~(t))l=o~ 
Let A(t) = A?(t). Then 
(i) A(c+l)>A(c)-1. 
(ii) Ifrl,Jc)=O then A(c)<A(c+ 1). 
(iii) Z’~,,(c+ l)#O then A(c)<A(c+ 1). 
Proof: (i) If A(c) = 0 the result is clear. Assume A(c) 3 1. Suppose 
0 d i < j< n and A(vJc), . . . . vi(c)) = 1 with 
rlilc) rl,Cc) < O 
rlitc) Vi+ ltc) Go 
Vjtc) ?j+ ICC) d O. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3, sgn{qi(c+ l)}=sgn{~~(c)} and 
sgn{qj(c+ I)> =sgn{rl,(c)}. Hence 
A(qi(C+ l), ...3 qj(C+ l))> l. 
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This implies that all sign changes in q(c) are present in q(c + 1) except 
possibly the last, so that A(c+ l)bA(c)- 1. 
(ii) Since ~Jc) =O, we obtain from the proof of (i) that ,4(c) d 
A(c + 1). Let i> 0 be the first integer such that q,(c) # 0. By the proof of 
Theorem 3, 
wb. ,(c+ 1)) = -w{vli(c)). 
Ifj> i is the first integer such that vi(c) qj(c) GO, then A(q,(c), . . . . qji i(c)) 
=0 but A(v],(c+ l), . . . . yl, ,(c+ 1)) > 1. From this it is easy to see that 
A(c) < A(c + 1). 
(iii) If A(c) =0 the result is clear so assume A(c) 3 1. Also, if 
qO(c) = 0 the result holds by (ii) so assume q,(c) # 0. Let i > 0 be the first 
integer such that q,(c) vi+,(c) 60. By the proof of (i), 
A(?,(C), ...’ v,(c)) = A(rli(C)T ..‘5 vln(c)) 
d A(q;(c + l), . . . . qn(c + 1)) + 1. 
It suffices to show that if 
A(Vi(c), ..3 Vn(C))=A(qj(C+ 1)~ . ..y vn(C+ l))+ 1 (10) 
then 
A(rl,(c), ..., Vi(C)) = 0 < 49dc + 11, .. . . Vi(C + 1 )I. 
Assume (10) holds. Necessarily, there exists i < k < n such that 
4rlk(Ch ...Y Iln(c)) = 1 
ylk(C) v/f+ 1(c) GO 
v/c(c) v,(c) < 0 
but A(q,(c + l), . . . . yl,(c+ 1)) =O. We know that 
sw{vdc+ l))=wirl,(c+ 1)) =whW 
Hence q,,(c) q,,(c + 1) < 0 so that q,(c) q,,(c + 1) < 0. This implies that 
sgn{rldc+ 1)) = -smh(c)l 
= -wjvi(c)) 
= -sgn{qJc+ 1)) 
so that 
A(?O(c), .“) vlAc)) = O < A(r]Cj(c + l), ...T Vitc + I)). 
This completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 3. Let y(t) he a nontrivial solution of (1) and let cl E [a, co). 
Then there exists c > cl such that 
A(~,.Y(c), ...(- 1)” d,Y(C)) =w, c+ 1. 
Proof: Let q(t) = (q,(t)) = (( - l)‘diy(t)):lzo and let A(t) =Aq(t). 
Choose c 3 ci such that A(c) is maximal. By Lemma 2 we must have 
+r(c)#O. It is clear that A(c)<S(y,c+). Suppose A(c)<S(y,c+). Then 
there exist integers 0 <j < k d n such that either 
where j<k-2, or 
where ,j d k - 3. 
q(c) Vk(C) ' 0 
rl;(c) = 0, j<i<k, 
(11) 
Iljtc) V/rtc) <O 
v,(c) = 03 j<i<k, 
(12) 
Suppose that (11) holds with j 6 k - 2. We claim that A(c) < A(c + 1). 
Note that by the proof of Theorem 3 we have that 
w{rl,(c.+ 1)) =sgn{v,(Ol and sgn{v,-,(c+ 1)) = -sgnjvdC)f. 
Also, 
A(vlo(c), ..., ?j(C)) < A(?,(C + 11, ...Y rlj(C + 1)) 
so that it sufftces to show that 
A(9j(C)> “., ?,(C)) < A(?,(C + 11, ...? ?,(C + 1)). 
Suppose there is a first I>k such that ~k(c)~,(c)<O. Then ~,~,(c+l) 
qi(c + 1) > 0. This implies that 
A(r?j(c), ...9 V/L l(C)) = O and A(Vj(C + 11, .“, V/L ,(c + 1)) 2 2 
so that 
A(v,(c), ...? v,(c)) < A(Vj(C + 11, ...> vn(c + 1 )I. 
If there are no integers I > k such that qk(c) q,(c) < 0 then 
A(qj(c), . . . . qll(c)) = 0 but A(v,~(c + l), . . . . q,,(c f 1)) 3 1 so that in either case, 
A(rl,(c), “‘9 v,,(c)) < A(rl,(c + 1 ), ..., a,(c + 1)) 
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which implies that A(c) < A(c + 1 ), a contradiction. Hence (11) cannot 
hold for any j < k - 2. 
Suppose (12) holds for some j< k- 3. If qO(c+ 1) #O then A(c) 6 
A(c+ 1) by Lemma2 and q(c+ 1) satisfies 
r?jtc+ l) Vk- llc+ l)>O 
qJc+ l)=O, j<i<k-1 
with j< (k - 1) - 1. We can apply the first part of the proof to reach 
a contradiction. Now assume qO(c + 1) = 0. From Lemma 2, we have 
A(c+ l)>A(c)- 1. We will show that A(c+2)>A(c+ 1)+2. Note that 
~~(C$2)ylI(C$ l)>O and ~k~2(c+2)~k-I(c+l)<o. 
Further, since q,Jc+ 1) = 0 there is a first 12 k - 1 such that 
r7,(c+2)qkP2(c+2)<0. This gives 
A(v,(c + 11, . . . . v,(c + 1)) = 0 and A(q(c + 2) . ..) ?f,(C + 2)) = 2. 
This implies A(c+2)3A(c+ 1)+2 (since yl,,(c+ l)=O) which gives 
A (c + 2) > A(c), a contradiction. 
Remark 4. It is possible in Lemma 2 that A(c+ 1)=,4(c) - 1. Further, 
it need not be true that A(t) is eventually constant. Consider again the 
difference quation 
A3Jdt) -Y(t) =o, ZE co, a) 
given in Example 1. Let y(t) be the solution satisfying y(O) = 0 and 
y(l) = y(2) = 1, and let A(t) be defined for y(t) as in Lemma 2. It is easy to 
show that yes, and that A(3j)=O, ,4(3j+l)=A(3j+2)=1 for all 
j 2 0. Hence, 
and 
A(c+ 1)=/t(c)- 1, cE {3j+2/ j20}, 
liminfA(t)=O and limsupA(t)= 1 
r-cc I-aC 
so that A(t) is not eventually constant. 
Remark 5. The proof of Lemma 3 shows that if y(t) is a nontrivial 
solution of (1) and c is chosen so that A(d,y(c), . . . . (- 1)” A,y(c)) is 
maximal, then the sequence (A, y(c), . . . . (- 1)” A,, y(c)) satisfies the 
following. 
(i) A,y(c)#O and A,y(c)#O. 
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(ii) Ifdjy(c)=Oforsome l<j6n--l,thend,~,y(~)d~+~y(c)<O. 
In particular, no two consecutive quasi-differences can be zero. 
(iii) A(d,y(c), . . . . (- 1)” d,, y(c)) = S(y). 
We are now ready to show that Sk # Iz, for values of k, 0 6 k 6 n, satisfy- 
ing ( - 1)” - k p(t) < 0. The case k = 0 or k = 1 for a second order differential 
equation follows from Kneser [ 143 or from a generalization of Kneser’s 
work by Hartman and Wintner in [lo]. The case k = 0 or k = 1 for n th 
order differential and difference quations follows from results of Hartman 
and Wintner in [ 111. The general case for differential equations is given by 
Elias [4]. 
THEOREM 4. The set of nontrivial solutions of (1) is the union of the 
sets Sk where 0 d k < n satisfies (- l)“-k p < 0. Each of these sets Sk is 
nonempty. 
Proof By Corollary 4, for a nontrivial solution y(t) of (1) we must 
have 
(-l)“+“““p(t)<O 
so that y E Sk for some 0 < k f n satisfying (- 1)” ~ k p( t) < 0. We claim that 
Sk is nonempty for values of k satisfying this sign condition. Lemma 1 
shows that this claim holds for k = n or n - 1, depending on sgn p(t). 
Assume k satisfies (- l)n-k p(t)<O, 0~ k <n- 1. Let b > a+ k. If 
0 d k d 1, let y(t, b) be a solution of (1) satisfying 
y(b) = 1 
y(b+i+ l)=O, O<ifn-k-2. 
If 2fk<n-1, then (1) is right (k-l,n-k+l)-disconjugate by 
Corollary 1, so we can let y(t, b) be a solution of (1) satisfying 
y(a + i) = 0, O<i<k-2 
y(b) = 1 
Then 
y(b+i+ l)=O, Odifn-k-l. 
so that S(y,b+)<k+l. Since (-l)“-““~b+‘p(t)<O, we have that 
S( y, b + ) < k. Similarly, S( y, a+ ) 2 k so by Theorem 3, S( y, t + ) = k for 
a<t<b. Let 
At, b) 
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Then /d,z(a,b)~+~~~+~d~~,z(a,b)~=1.Letb,=a+k+iandsety,(t)= 
z(t, hi). We can assume (by passing to a subsequence) that 
(A, y,(a), . . . . A, ~ 1 Y,(Q)) -+ (co, ‘..> c, 1). 
Let y(t) be the solution of (1) satisfying 
AiY(a)=ci, ObiQn-1 
Then y(t) is nontrivial since 1 c0 1 + . . + 1 c,~ , ) = 1 and { y,(t)} converges 
uniformly to y(t) on compact subsets of [a, co). 
For a solution u(r) of ( 1 ), define 
A(z.4, t) z A(A,u(t), . ..) (- 1)” d,u(t)). 
Choose c, b a such that S(y, t + ) = S(y) for all t 2 c,. By Lemma 3 we 
can choose CE[C,,~O) such that A(y,c)=S(y,c+)=S(y). Since {y,(t)} 
converges uniformly to y(t) on [c, c + n], it follows that there exists an 
integer j, > 0 such that for all j >j, 
A,Yj(c) A,Y(c)>o (13) 
for those values of ig 10, . . . . n} where A, y(c) # 0. By Remark 5, since 
S(y, c+ ) = A(y, c), the zero entries of the sequence (d,y(c), . . . . (- 1)” 
d,y(c)) can be replaced arbitrarily without introducing any additional sign 
changes. Hence by the sign conditions (13), it follows that 
S(y,, c+ ) = S(y, c+ ) for all .j 3jo. 
Choose j, aj, such that h,, b c. Then S( y,, , c + ) = k so that 
k=S(y,,,c+)=S(y,c+)=S(y) 
and y(t) E S,. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 5. rf (y,(t)} is a sequence of solutions of (1) such that 
S(y,)=kfor all i> 1 and {y,} converges pointwise to a nontrivial solution 
y(t) of(l) then S(y)<k. 
Proof: Pick c E [a, co) so that 
A(Y, c) = A(4Y(C), . ..> (- 1)” A,Y(C)) = S(Y). 
Since { yi} converges uniformly to y(t) on [c, c + n] it follows that there is 
an integer j, such that for all j >j, 
A, Y,(C) A, Y(C) ’ 0 
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for those values of in (0, . . . . H} where di y(c) # 0. As in the proof of 
Theorem 4, since A( y, c) = S( y, c+ ) it follows by the above sign conditions 
that 
s(Y,,c+)=s(Y,c+)=s(y) for all j >j,. 
By Theorem 3, S(y;, cs ) d k so that 
k 2 Sty,,,, c+ ) = S(Y) 
which completes the proof. 
The following example shows that it is possible that S(y) <k in 
Theorem 5. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the difference quation 
d4y(r)-&y(t)=0 
given in Example 2. Two solutions of this equation are given by 
u(r) = (1,‘, u(t) = ($,‘! 
where u(t) ES, and u(t) ES,. Define 
v,w=+(r)+U(f)=; ; I+ ; ‘. 0 0 
It can be shown that y,(t) E S, for all n but the limit solution u(t) E S, 
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